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Available on the RPA website,
(www.radiantpanelassociation.com),
this book is a must have if you are in the
hydronic heating/cooling business.

The Low Mass
Above Floor Systems
By Lawrence Drake

Executive Director - RPA

The ultimate radiant floor system
would be one that could uniformly heat the
entire floor surface to the exact temperature required to warm the space at each
moment in time. That would mean that
the surface temperature would have to adjust constantly as the heating load changed
throughout the day.
High mass systems that embed
tubes or elements in concrete or gypsum
products allow the heat to transfer laterally
from the heating element as it rises to the
surface. The result is that high mass systems with properly placed tubes or electric
elements usually produce the most even

surface temperatures. The fact that they
are “high mass” also means that the slab
temperature is slow moving, so the surface
temperature does not adjust quickly to a
change in the heating load of the space.
Controls are needed to anticipate the
changes in the environment and adjust the
slow moving mass temperature accordingly.
The closer the heating elements
are to the surface of the floor, the more
difficult it is to get a uniform temperature across the surface. If the elements
are spaced a distance apart, highly heat
conductive material such as aluminum is
needed to rapidly spread the heat laterally
before it dissipates into the room. What
often happens is what the trade refers to as
heat striping. These are stripes of elevated
temperatures running along the floor over
the tops of the heating elements. In extreme cases, this striping can discolor floor
goods. At minimum, it can feel uncomfortable to a person in bare feet as they walk

across the floor from warm to cool and
back again.
Ideally, having a heating element
beneath the entire surface of the floor
would provide the most uniform surface
temperature. In the case of a hydronic system this would amount to a sheet of heated
water circulating evenly under the floor:
not a very practical system.
Some electric systems that use
mesh, films or mats of closely spaced elements come the closest to perfecting the
concept of uniform surface temperature.
Many of these products can be embedded in a thinset material under tile or
stone. Unfortunately, they still have not
fully mastered the challenge of finitely
regulating surface temperatures. Electric
systems are either on or off. They basically
pulse heat to the floor. This can be done
effectively with the proper controls, but
do not modulate the temperature of the
electric element. If it were not for the cost
of electricity, electric systems might very
well be the radiant floor heating system of
choice. It is worth researching comparative
energy costs in many locations. Low initial
installation costs and simplicity often make
them a good choice over hydronics in small
spaces.
Hydronic systems, on the other
hand, can regulate the water temperature
delivered to the floor. Unfortunately, tubes
spaced from six to twelve inches apart
usually deliver this water. To overcome the
wide spaces between the tubes, some sort of
aluminum “fin” is used to transfer the heat
delivered by the water to these voids. This
does not eliminate striping, but the more
effective the fin, the less noticeable the
striping.
These low mass systems overcome the challenge of lag time experienced with high
mass (concrete and gypsum) systems, but
their low mass creates a new challenge.
Because they react quickly to
a change in temperature of the heating
element, they heat up fast and cool down
fast. Once the heat source stops producing
heat, the floor cools, unlike high mass systems that retain the heat. Hydronic systems
can compensate by modulating the water
temperature and keep it circulating. This is
often done using an outdoor sensing control that varies the water temperature based
on outdoor temperature. The colder the
outdoor temperature gets, the warmer the
water gets. In effect, these systems substitute the mass contained in the concrete of
a high mass system, with water that is more
easily controlled. Electric systems have very
little mass, unless they are embedded in
concrete, so they simulate mass by cycling
on and off to hold a constant temperature.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SCHOOL PLANNING

A full schedule of RPA schools is planned
for the next 12 months. We are seeking
sponsors or hosts interested
in participating in this great
education program.
For information on times, locations and
registration, call 800 660-7187 or visit:

www.RPAcampus.com
Apr 10 -

Radiant Basics/Exam
Utica, NY
Apr 16-17 - Great Lakes RadFest
Madison, WI
Apr 16 Radiant Basics/Exam
Madison, WI
Apr 17 Radiant Precision
Madison, WI
May 21-22 - Rocky Mtn RadFest
Loveland, CO
May 21 Radiant Basics/Exam
Loveland, CO
May 22 Radiant Precision
Loveland, CO
Oct 13, 04 - RPA Annual Meeting
Boston, MA
Oct 14, 04 - Radiant Basics
Boston, MA
Oct 15, 04 - Certification Exam
Boston, MA
Oct 16, 04 - Radiant Precision
Boston, MA
Oct 14-16 - ISH-NA
Boston, MA

Proposed School Locations for 2004:
Dates to be announced
Albuquerque, NM; Billings, MT; Brooklyn, NY;
Cleveland, OH; Indianapolis, IN; Lansing, MI;
Philadelphia, PA; Pittsburgh, PA; Springfield,
MO; St. Louis, MO

Dates in 2004 are subject to change.
Interested Hosts or Sponsors call
John Fantauzzi at 800-660-7187
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VIVE RADIANT... (continued from page 1)
As hydronic heating systems are
becoming the heating system of choice
(again), the challenge is to keep the systems affordable for the average homeowner. The RPA recognizes the importance of
this topic each year at the System Showcase awards banquet with the category
“The Most for the Least” in radiant design
and installation.

PRESIDENT... (continued from page 1)
and hardwood finish floors above, there
was insufficient R-value below the tubing
to direct the radiant energy into the living
space.
The second job was a variation of
the same theme. This was a radiant retrofit
in an older bungalow built in the 1930’s.
The home had solid masonry walls with no
insulation, single pane glass windows and
minimal attic insulation. The mechanical contractor removed massive cast iron
radiators and retrofitted radiant from
below. When I surveyed the system, the
floors were toasty warm but the house was
still cold. There was little in the way of
design or documentation from the original
installer.
After crunching some numbers, I
quickly determined that in this home, radiant alone was insufficient to heat the home
due to the high infiltration and high heat
loss. We added some panel radiators, towel
warmers and radiant baseboard to supplement the radiant floors and all is well.
Both of these jobs got me thinking. They were both installed by honest,
competent plumbers/mechanical contractors who lacked basic radiant installation
knowledge. I might also add they neither

were members of the RPA. If either had
attended Radiant Basics, much less Radiant
Precision, I would not be writing this article
right now.
The RPA offers some of the best
seminars, training, publications and conferences available to better educate our members. But what if you are not a member?
What if you are a member but do not take
advantage of the resources available to you?
I feel that we could do a better job educating the installing contractor.
One way we are doing this locally
is by rewriting the HVAC and plumbing
apprenticeship curriculum. The best way
to instill the proper installation techniques
is to teach an apprentice the proper way
to install radiant and hydronic systems. My
service manager, Steve “Black Flag” Thomas, is the HVAC apprenticeship chairman
for Northern Virginia. Starting in 2004,
6 hours of hydronics education is written
into the curriculum. “Big Deal” you might
say, but it is a step in the right direction.
Last year, zero hours of hydronics were
taught to our apprentices.
In addition, a new boiler, properly
piped and controlled, was installed in the
equipment lab to give apprentices hands
on experience on a real piece of equipment. The equipment and materials were
donated by a forward thinking wholesaler
giving back to the industry it serves. Some
of our more experienced radiant contractors have volunteered to give presentations
on radiant heating to our apprenticeship
classes. What a great way to build awareness
and appreciation for radiant heating. Let’s
get these apprentices interested in radiant
and hydronics early in their careers and
teach them proper installation and service
techniques.
I know several of our members
such as Mark Eatherton, Tom Meyer, Dave
Yates, Bud Hagon, John Siegenthaler and
others do a tremendous job teaching our
technicians. We need many more just like
them. Maybe this is where our local chapters can step up and get involved in the
local apprenticeship programs and community colleges.

Agents, Distributors and
Wholesalers Wanted for Unique
Hydronic Heating Product
Want to make your existing hydronic
heating product line more attractive and
competitive?
Azel Technologies is the
manufacturer of hydronic heating
equipment in North America. We have
launched a digital temperature gauge for
measuring temperature of supply and
return piping in hydronic heating systems.
For more information on this product
and please visit our website for more
information: www.azeltec.com

LOW MASS... (continued from page2)
An important element in temperature uniformity in radiant floor heating
systems is the choice of floor coverings.
The higher the insulation properties of the
floor covering, the more even the surface
temperatures. This is because a highly insulative floor covering slows the heat transfer from the heating element to the surface
of the floor covering. This gives the heat
more time to spread out laterally under the
floor covering. Striping is more likely felt
on a tile floor than a carpeted floor. Like
most things in life, there are compromises.
As the insulation value of the floor covering increases, the heat flow decreases. In
order to maintain the necessary heat flow,

the temperature of the heating element
must be increased. There comes a point
where it is no longer possible or desirable
to raise this temperature.
Like all radiant floor systems,
above-floor, low mass systems perform
based on the sum of their parts. The
nature of the heating element, fins, spacing
and controls all affect the eventual performance outcome.
The system that does the best job
of spreading the heat laterally, controlling
the temperature constantly, and providing the most even surface temperature
matched to the needs of the environment
will do the best job of heating the space
and, at the same time, provide the most
comfort to the occupants.

Low mass at a glance
Hydronic Systems

Quicktrac – Wirsbo
Warmboard – Warmboard Inc.
Thermal Track – Zurn Radiant Heating Systems
Raupanel – Rehau
Climate Panel – Stadler/Viega
SubRay – Watts Radiant
EasyFloor – The FlorHeat Company
ThermoFin – Radiant Engineering, Inc.

Electric Systems

Heating Cables - Delta-Therm Corporation
HeatWeave – Watts Radiant
Z Mesh – Heatizon
Step Warmfloor – Electroplastics
Nexus Cable – Orbit Manufacturing Company
Matts - NuHeat Industries Ltd.
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